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Abstract. In this contribution a modular simulation concept with the 
overall goal to provide a tool for the inter配tiv号伊neration, simulation, viｭ
sualization and analysis of arbitrary urban n官tworks is introduc告d. First 
approad四 use AVS -Advanced Vi呂田lization Sytems[l] -as comput缶
tional surface. AVS supports the modular concept by allowing for the 
computation of self-deviced modules and their combination with sys何m
int号rn ones. Computation of 晶11 module types is based on a CA approach. 
Results and evaluations of a first test of this concept are discussed as well 
笛 its rel討ion to similar approaches. 

1 Introduction 

Like all applied sciences tra昂c research, too, relies on a permanent 色xchange beｭ
tween observation of reality and its absもraction by means of mo白ls. Various exｭ
perim邑ntal invesもigations of もra茄c flow in the past[4][5][6][7] have revealed もra自c
もobe a rather complicated phemomenon especially in the region of its maximum 
throughput. Models have helped to :find descriptions in terms of phase tr叩sト

もions, hys同resis effects, bifurcations, caもastrophic collapses 告もc. by focusing on 

analogies to well understood non-linear phenomena from oもher 自elds of sciences. 
Models，も00ヲ are 七he basis of computer simulaもion of tra缶c flow. Differenもial
and differe町喧－equation approaches have E母cently been added by CA models[8]. 
As fully discrete and e拙y to parallise models 出邑y allow for high computational 

sp明ds[9)[10]. The conc叩t of the modular network gen哩rator inもroduced in this 
contribution makes use of this for もh吃 cr鵠tion of a traffic investigation もool

designed for traffic engineers d日aling with-planning, consもruction and with opｭ
母rations on traffic flow. The s号ction '"Technical Realisation of もhe Concept"' 
giv印刷 idea of its setup. The following section compares simulation results 

with counted rates for an example streeも configuration in Dorもmund-Oespel. To 

conclude differences to resembling concepts a白色ncounも母red.

2 Technical Realisation of the Concept 

2.1 Tra酷c Modules 

For a concept 槌 general 出 possible the number of もra聞記 modules is kept small: 

-Sourcemoduls inject cars in the simulation 闘もwork.
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-Destinationmoduls absorb them. 
一 Crossingmoduls are responsible for sirnul抗ing turning and waiting proｭ

cesses. They model traffic lighもs or right of way depending on ぬe given 
s1tuat1on. 

--Transfermoduls transfer left-turning cars もhrough the inner crossing area. 
ｷ-Streetmoduls move vehicles on ordinary sもreet segments. 

All moduls are compuもed on CA basis with an underlying cell-grid. For the 
urban arteries of the simulated street networks a calibraもion of time-step is 
considered 酪 follows:

7.5男す・ 4.5£些i
Cell L m = 2.7sec 
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Among other 出ings 出is value is importan色 for modeling 出e programs of 
traffic lighもs correctly. The movement of vehicles in the inner er儲sing area c組
be dissolved in detail due もo an underlying cell-geometry. 

2.2 The A VS-Surface 

The A VS-Surface channels andｷ displays all proce錨es involved at 出e various 
hierarchical levels. An impre随ion of the possibilities under the AVS surface 
.is given by もhe following AVS-network-examplesession: A neもwork con事isもing
of four self-computed traffic modules is interactively genera旬d and simulated. 
Upon simulation on もhe same surface a display and analysis of traffic evolution 
using AVS intern modules, such 回もhe ’Display-Image-Module' and もhe ’Graph
View色r’ in 出is example, is possible. They give the space－もime evolution of ca路
in th色 area of a hindrance in form of starも－ and sもop-waves and an analysis of a 
single vehicle’s velocity curve throughout the hindranc号， respecもively.

2.3 Simulationstructure 

The simul叫ion is star臼d under AVS by gener叫ing もhe module network accordｭ
ing もo a real street network assigment. Upon adjustment of their p町a.meもers

もra昂c moduls auもomatically write 位10se p町ame臼rs inもo a file. Actual simulaｭ
もion calculations are parallised under PVM. Thus a ℃all-Simulation-Modul’ 
calls the ’PVM-F叫her-Process’ using 出e parameter file. The ’PYM-Father
Process’ distributes もhe cornput叫ions amongst different comput叫ional uni也．

Each computational uniも writes its resulもs inもo a file, which can be used by 
A VS for the purpose of visualiz抗ion and analysis. Parallalisa.tion 七ogether with 
computation on the b描is of very few rather abstract CA-evolutionary rules alｭ
lows for compu同もional speeds faster もban real もime. Thus もhis approach c組 not

only be used for planning and constructing tra昂c ne色works but also for onlineｭ
operaもions on traffic flow. For a detailed development of concep胞もreating the 
latter it is refered to [3]. 
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3 Test 

The modular simulaもion cone壱pt was 回sted for the following region in Dortｭ
mund O田pel: For this streeも configuration turning ra促s became applicable by 

Fig. 1. Example street con員guration in Dortmund-Oespel 

the Dortmund City Traf五c Department. Th告se turning rates could very W官ll b母
recovered by simulation. 日owever, it h踏切 be said フ that the 胞st was set up in 
exactly the way it was, because the 凶ming r抗告s we四七h号 only daもa mat邑rial

applicabl日. For a real ev札luation of もhe concept もhis もesも is raもher unsatisfying 
since data material w拙 only co町se grained (given for 30 minut部出向rvals). Val四
idation had to be don母 und抗出自 as包mption 七hat throughouももhe given interval 
tra伍c W描 stationary. However ，もurning rat田 of s同もionary traffic can very well 
be grasped by e酪y bilance mo出ls. Thus 七his is noも乱 real field of applicaもion
for the simulator. It would be far mo間 in胞問自もing もo proof whether もh母もurning

points of traffic's dynamics can b喧 recover告d 酪 well. Also det乱ils of 出e simulated 
traffic szenario like th坦 jam patも坦rns in front of a crossing should be related to 
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同al measur芭menもs. Thus further test have もo b号 don壱 wi出色urning E叫es taken 

for much small町もime intervals and data, involving for 告xample lengthes and 

坦volutionary speeds of jams in front of tra曲c lights. Inform剖ion like th叫 could

be given by positionable video cameras as used for example in Duisburg City. 

4 Relation to similar approaches 

Th日r巴 are もwo special features to けiis cone日pt when compared with similar apｭ
proaches: 

l. One surface for inもerac七ive gener抗ion of tra描c networks，もheir simulation, 
visualization and analysis 

2. Detailed modulation of vehicle-movement in th邑 crossing area。

On the basis of point 2. もhre号 C槌es of tra缶c evolution in front of a signal could 

be distinguished: 

-Case 1: Crossing operaも田 below capacity. Jams due もo もhe signal's redｭ

phase dissolve comple臼ly during th己 n母xt green-ph描e.

-Case 2: Crossing still below capaci七y. Jams of various red-phases grow into 
日ach oもher.

-Case 3: Crossing above capaciもy. Cong邑Sもion of もurning lines with resulting 

impact on straighも flow.

Only in Case 3 simulaもion actually becomes necessary. Cases l and 2 allow for 
estimating calculations, as w自ll, as shown in [2]. 
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